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The Comment has learned that
the structure of BSC's academic
divisions may undergo changes in
the spring 1983 semester. The proposed reorganization, not yet cast
into final form, is being considered
for "fiscal" reasons, according to
President Adrian Rondileau:
"We anticipate some modification of the administrative setup" of
the divisions, President Rondileau
confirmed when contacted by The
Comment yesterday. He added
that no decision on the exact nature
of the modification has been made
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at this time.
Whatever happens, the concept
of the academic division will remain
intact at BSC. Multidisciplinary programs such as the Canadian Study
Program will not be affected. The
sole aim of the reorganization, the
President stressed, is to save money
by streamlining administrative
structures.
Currently, there are five academic divisions at BSC: Behavioral
Sciences, Social Sciences,· Humanities and Creative Arts, ProfessiQnal
Education, and Natural Sciences
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and Mathematics.
President Rondileau observed
that such measures are going to be
necessary in these times of
retrenchment and shrinking fiscal
support for public higher education.
However, the aim at BSC will be to
make these inevitable economies as
painless as possible.
No member of the faculty currently acting as a divisional head
stands to lose his post in the reorganization. Those not getting slots
in the new structure will remain as
tenured faculty members with full

course loads.
The decision-making process will
extend into the fall 1982 semester.
Eventually, a reorganization plan
will be put together and submitted
to the Board of Trustees. It is currently thought that the new system
will be in place by Spring, 1983.
The President dismissed the idea
that the academic.divisions might be
altogether abolished. "It is widely
recognized," he said, "that there are
important clusters of related disciplines" such as history and political
science or mathematics· and phys·

ics. It would be impossible to simply
abolish such relationships by administrative fiat, the President concluded, and stressed that no such
radical ·action is being considered.
The bottom line appears to be
that the College, like it or not, must
accept the necessity of living within
its means. Economies appear to be
the only way of insuring the future of
BSC, and of the entire structure of
public higher education in Massachusetts, one of .the ·finest in the
nation.
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Administrator
·Named
Mayor
of Newport
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by Sue Asci
Courtesy of Brockton Enterprise
The city of Newport, RI, has
chosen a Bridgewater State College
administrator as its mayor.
Paul Gaines, director of minority
relations at the college and a lifelong
resident ·of Newport, has been
elected the city's first black mayor
and will begin his two-year term on
Nov. i.
"It says a ·lot about the people
there. I felt incredible. It didn't hit me
right away," commented Gaines.
"It's going to be a challnge. But; I
have enough confidence in the other
councilors to give me the support I
need to tum the city aro.und to
where the people want it to be."
Gaines was the first black person
ever .elected to the Newport School
Committee, which he served from
1969-71. He was elected to his third
term on the cit!) council before being
elected as mayor. .
..
Outing Gaines' campaign he
stressed the importance of addressing . such issues as: condoninium
overdevelopment, problems assodated with tourism and rising taxes.
"The people made a decision to
put some people in office who will be
more fiscal-minded." said· Gaines.
"We've always been.trying to bri~
new industry in, but there's no
room. So, tourism has to be our
main thing. Tourism is great, but we
have to put some control ont he
growth of the city."
The concern· over the growth of
the condominium .industry is part of

Dr. Francis T. Sherry, left, Chairman of the Bridgewater State College
Board o/ Trustees, poses .with College _President Dr. Adrian Rondileau prior
to Tuesday's Convocation officially opening the academic year. Dr. Sherry
was the Convocation Speaker.

the basis for this "control growth"
philosophy.
"I think the condominium overdevelopment is really getting out of
hand. It takes people away from
those places. The city council can~
not stop private industry, but we
can ban any new construction of
condominiums in Newport," he
said. "We have to control growth
without stagnating it.. We want to
Dr. Francis T. Sherry, graduate with change, but. the explosion of
·continue to grow without going·o.ut
of the class of 1963, Past President knowledge and an ever acceleraof control."
of th·e College's Al.umni ting technology confronts us everyGaines is also concerned about , Association, and currently where.''
In his introduction, President
the. view held by many . taxpayers
Chairman of the Hoard of Trustees,
that their tax money is used mainly
delivered the Convocation ~ddress Rondileau said of Dr. Sherry, "Our
for services for tourism and they
on Tuesday in the Student Union at alumnus speaker today knows and
seem to feel that only businesses are
ceremonies officially opening the loves Bridgewater State College,
understands both education and
making money.
141st academic year.
Gaines has been involved at
Dr. Sherry had _an upbeat, - -private business, cares deeply
Bridgewater State College in varoptimistic . message for the about the problems and opportuniious capacities since 1968. He plans
members of .the senior class, ties facing you as seniors, and
to continue working in his present
faculty, administration, and guests stands ready to help 'you and the
'position, which he began twoyears · .who gathe.red in the Student Union College in any way possible as he
ago.
·
. · Auditorium.
works with his fellow Trustees of
the College."
·
"I would like to address you today
He- is presently working with' the
Dr. Sherry pointed out in his
concerning the future and the past,,.
college administration, who is "very
Dr. Sherry · began, "The future speech that the rapid advances .in
pleased" to work out a schedule so
because it is a bright one for you and technology are causing tremendous
that he may.successfully fulfill both
the past because. it is a proud one shifts 'in society, and said, "Your
commitments.
question might be, 'ls there a place
Gaines received his bachelor's
for ail of us.
"We are living in a world of for me in all this?' - I think the
degree from Xavier College in New
accelerating change. Terms such as answer is a definite 'yes.' And not
Orleans and his master's degree
'career transition' have become just . for those with a technical
from Bridgewater State College.
part of our everyday vocabulary. backgroul')d, but for all of you.
Previous to his employment at
"We all realize that people with
Advances in communication, sci,
Bridgewater ~itate College, he
ence, engineering, medicine, and a scientific and computer skills are in
taught in the Rogers High School in
dozen other fields are altering our great demand. You should also be
Newport for 10 years where he was
concepts about work and our roles aware .that for every technical posithe assistant and later the head bastion, ~any non·technic~l support
in soc.iety. We have always lived
ketball coach.

Convocation ·'81
positions exist.
"Industry, for. example, spends
nearly 2 billion dol:ars a year or:
education,''. .Dr. Sherry stat.ed.
"Those of .you who. are ed1:1c.ation
majoFs facing a difficult job ·marke1
may wish to explore this route.''
Dr. Sherry talked of the College's
long,. distinguished history . of
training .teachers and public servi\:e.
"We all know the market for jobs in
the public sector, especially
teaching, is discouraging, but if you
want to teach badly enough and are
willing to make sacrifices, I believe
you will eventually teach.
Remember our· graduates in· the
1930~s also faced a difficult job
market;, In most cases they
persevered and went on tp·rewarding careers in education."
Dr. Sherry spoke with strong
feeling about Bridgewater. "How
fortunate we all are. · students,
faculty, trustees, administrators,
and alumni· to be part of what is and
always will be Bridgewater," and he
urged the seniors to get involved as
citizens to support Bridgewater and
public higher education.
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EDITORIAL
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Harold Freeman is twenty-eight years old and he has dropped out of
college for the fifth· time. He had acceptable excuses for the first four
times--after ·all--there are alot of deaths in a family fourteen children. This.
time around Harold is leaving because he is Drop/ Add phobic.
· Drop/Add usually occurs in the first semester of the Senior Year. Very
few Freshmen suffer from this condition because they are unable to find
the Registrar's office--also when clc!sses are cancelled the axe usually
falls on upper level courses. How important is a "Seminar on Homer and
the Greek Tragedy" or "Physics aryd the Elem Ed Major,.?
At the end of his Junior year, Harry travelled to Maine where he
worked on a lobster boat. He was paid to sing sea chanties for a tone deaf
fisherman. Freeman, like the rest of us, received his st:hedule on the
Thursday before the start of classes.
"Oh, stroke my barnacles!" exclaimed Harold, who had become quite
fond of the fishing vernacular. "Sea scum on the bells of Boyden, they
canc~lled all my classes! This is worse than a kick in the tentacles!"
Last Labor Day Hal identified with Jerry Lewis when he sang "You'll
Never Walk Alone" For Harold it was more than some sadistic thrill
watching a caffeine charged comic sniffle his was through one eighth of
the score of "Carouser'. Bouncing from his Lazyboy, an inspired Freeman screamed,"There has to be others like me. What about all those
other kids who were robbed of 'Angolan Plant Study' and 'The Comedy
of Manners in Appalachia'?"
On Wednesday September 9th, Harold prepared for the hardest
struggle of his life--burying his favorite pet Buster was nothing compared
to round one of the Drop/Add bout. Many a career has been thwarted by
the careless student. who makes his three look like an eight, ending up in
"Faulkner's Use of Adverbs" instead of "Volleyball for the Apathetic
Humanities Student". Hal protected each of his armpits twice that
morning.
Armed with ten Drop/Add slips Harold began the Herculean task of
gathering signatures from professors and department heads. If the.effort
was enough to make Gandhi violent, how doyouthinkHaroldFreeman,
bodybuilder and Wonder Bread baker, reacted? He was angry. He
pounded on professor's doors. He refused to believe that all the department heads were vacationing togetber in the Bahamas.
Hal collected all the necessary signatures, but the emotional strain was
too much. For the second time in his life he had been forced to pull a knife
on a secretary. He had climbed the fire escapes of Tilly and jumped
through the windows during faculty meetings: Harold Freeman was a
lean, mean Drop/ Add machine.
Most of us at the Drop/Add hotline feel Hal could have survived' the
ordeal if it hadn't been for the four colored ~heets- that make up the
Drop/Add form. "Do I keep the blue or the green?,, wondered Harold.
"Who gets the white one? Am I going to het bagged because the professor didn't tear off the copy meant for him?"
.
· ·
On Tuesday the 22nd, :ihoments before the Drop/Add period end~d,
Harold cracked under. the pressure. He had missed one signature.
Harold refused to climb another fire escape. Never again would pull a
blad~ on sqmeone .who looked like Mom. When the RegistrP,r asked if
Hal had filled 'out his blue degree card, Freeman fled-the office and bid
farewelJ to academia.
Harold never left Bridgewater though, he passes his mornings playing
ultimate Frisbee behind the Union and his afternoons are spent hoping
against hope that the bells of Boyden with play "Hark the Herald Angels
Sing" in the middle of September.(A note to the man behind the chimes:
Do realize how happy you could make a lonely dropout? Just one
chorus, please?)
A mind is a terrible thing to waste. Stop· Drop/Add before it strikes
again.

RHP

The Comment
1927-1981?
by M. Flaherty
This year, The Comment turns
fifty four. Despite troubled times,
from the depression-ridden thirties
to the strife-tom sixties, the paper
has grown and evolved.
The first issues of The Campus
Comment were little more. than
announcements and college gossip.
In the recent past our newspaper
has provided news on important
student issues. Some of these
Perspectives on Political Issues by T.om Gregg
articles included the threatened
faculty strike, a sneak preview of
The End of the Affair I
Boyden's renovations, the
September 21: They don't want our bombs.
censuring. of BSC, and the state
That's the message Secretary of State Alexander Haig brought back
wide student boycott of classes.
with him from a recent visit to Western Europe. Washington policymakThe entertainment pages have
ers are all in a dither over the wave of pacifism sweeping through these
furnished information on a wide
allied nations and consider it a grave danger to American security. But
variety of social activities from
maybe we ought to take our allies at their word.
bands at the Rat to art exhibits in .. The North Atlantic Treaty Organization has had its day. It no longer
neighboring communities.
serves--from the American point of view at any rate--a valid and useful
Regular features have included
purpose in the scheme of national defense. NATO is a holdover from
4
'fYI," "Stock Market Sense,~' and
earlier times and we ought to bail out .• Our leaders, if they were really as
the newly established "Screening
smart as they tell us, would be working up a radical shift in American
Room." "Stock Market Sense" has
foreign policy right this minute--consisting of a return to our traditional
become a popular addition in The
isolation from the entanglements of Europe. These allies of ours have
Brockton Enterprise, a local
become more trouble than they're worth.
paper.
It was sadly ironic to see fifty thousand young West Germans jeering
Our pages are a forum in which
Alexander Haig in the very shadow of the Berlin Wall. Perhaps they think
controversial issues are freely
we put it up to keep them out of East Germany. No doubt the Soviet
discussed. Last year, for example,
Foreign Minister would have been met with polite demonstrations of
homosexuals at BSC came out of
respect and hospitality. Well, we live in a mad world, no doubt about it,
the closet in a series of letters to the
but there's no reason to suffer insult alongwith the heavy expenses of
editor.
providing for the security of people who don't even want us in their
Although The Comment may
country.
not be perfect, the list of services it
Here's a concept for the eighties: Fortress America. NATO is out of
supplies is long and varied. It is a
date· and America needs a new direction in the related areas of foreign
useful tool of communication for
and def~se policy. Fortress America will not participate in NATO. She
students, faculty, administration
will concentrate on the defense of the Western Hemisphere in coopera·
and organizations alike.
tion with the other nations of that region. ·She will recall all troops
. But The Comment is dying.
stationed overseas and redeploy them on home soil. Universal military
Why? APATHY. Our budget is
training will provide the necessary manpower; the President will be
adequate. We have a brand new
barred from sending the armed forces outside of the hemisphere without
compset, a machine which typesets
prior approval of Congress, except for naval and air forces constituting
all our pages in th'? office.
the nation's nuclear deterrant. Nuclear forces will be sufficient to utterly
In fact, we have everything destroy any potential attacker and it will be the official policy of the nation
necessary to produce a weekly
to so destroy an attacker who strikes first with nuclear weapons. The
paper, except a staff. Our personnel
Regular Army will be reduced in size; the National Guard
be
now consists of four or five editors,
increased to double its present strength and receive modern equipment.
and writers, all of whom, except
The official foreign policy of the Fortress · Arnerica will be equally
myself, are seniors.
simple: to maintain correct relations with all nations in the world; close
We need writers, artists,
and friendly relations with nations prepared to reciprocate; cool relations
photograpl1ers, typists and anyone
with those cooltowards us; formal ties with none ofthem--noNATO, no
willing to help to keep The
SEATO, no military pacts, no clinging web of worldwide ties.
Comment alive. No experience
Meanwhile Europe will have a chance to run its own affairs, and I wish
necessary. Here is a chance to gain
them very good luck indeed. It will be interesting to see how they manage
valuable experience in journalism,
things without the support of their giant but reluctant ally. But I'm not
graphic arts, and advertising.
worried about them. After all--as the Europeans are always telling us-·
Our weekly meeting is at 11 a.m.
they know much more about how to deal with the Russians than we do.
on· .Tuesdays in the Comment
They've said it so often, in fact, that they've made believeru out of a large
office. We can also be found
number of Americans-· irate voters who'll soon· be making their own
.Tuesday and Wednesday nights in
demonstration at the polls.
the offic.e, producing the paper.
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The Com.pany We Keep
Last week, you may remember, The Comment reported the censure
of BSC by the American Association of University ~rofessors. We
thought you'd be interested in a partial listing of those institutions sharing
space with us on the censure sheet. Here they are:
Alabama State University
City University of New York
Colorado School of Mines
Concordia Seminary, Missouri
Houston Baptist University
University of Maryland
College of Osteopathic Medicine and Surgery, Iowa
Texas A&M University
Troy State University, Alabama
Voorhees College, South Carolina
Alabama State has undisputed seniority, having qeen placed on the
censure list in 1962. BSC and Harris-Stowe State College, Missouri are
the junior members, having made the list in 1981. At least we have plenty
of company.

SGANEWS
lt was a short meeting this Tuesday as the SGA tested the theory that
less is better. It took about twenty minutes for the Senate to ratify the
appointments of Mary Noonan, Robert Berger, Jeanne Poupulo and
Paul Jean to the All-College Committee, and the appointment of Nor·
man George to be the new E.lections Director. Considering last year's
somewhat unsteady conduct of the electoral process, SGA can only
wish Mr. George well and hope to see a certain amount of order emerge
from the confusion. And best of luck to Mary Noonan who, we under·
stand, plans a Senate comeback in the next election.

Dear
Joe
Dear Joe,
Well, as you've probably
gathered, I made it to the other side,
not without your usual amount of
hassle though. · Flight delay, cus~
toms delay, baggage delay--couldn't
find mine for half an hour. I thought
perhaps it had been re-routed by
Sierra Leone, you know what foreign airlines are like.
Anyway, I expect you'll want to
know all about this place, well, no,
you probably won't but I'll tell you
anyway--I've got to tell somebody.
Rule one of letter-writing: never tell
your parents more than they need
to know, like you n.eed some more
money!
As you probably remember, I
didn't know too much about this
place over'in England. For a start, I
didn't know where it was, this could
have been a problem and it is a bit. I
mean Bridgewater (pop. 4000) isn't

quite the same as London (pop. 7
million), and is slightly lacking in the
more sophisticated aspects of life.
This place· is big on bodybuilding
and I mean big. I was having break·
fast my first morning and I couldn't
believe what I was seeing. I mean
these guys can hardly move their
necks--neolithic but impressive.
There is one place to go here,
that's the college bar, the Rathskeller, that's good--except for the
fact that everybody's totally neurotic as to whether you're over
twenty or not you're over twenty or
not, so you spend most of your time
showing ID cards to satisfy them.
Well, I told you this place was uncivilized, you can't even have a nice
quiet drink or a noisy one even without someone disturbing you. More
to the point, the first night I met a
couple of animals called Paul and
Jerry, You know the sort of people

we like. They're big on fitness too,
but at least they seem to know how
to have a good time! I enjoy myself
anyway.
I've de~ided that because of all
this machismo around here to take
up rugby again. Okay, Joe, you can
stop laughing now. It's not quite as
funny as all that, but it does.come
close. As you can imagine, with
three years of total. decadence
behind me, this is· the ultimate is
masochism. I've even had to cut
down on smoking! I tell you if you
mention~ the word "cigarette"
around here, virtually everybody
starts making loud primeval noises
and .goes rushing to the windows,
which are sometimes. closed. Per- ·
sonally, I'd take my chances with the
smoke.
Got to go land play at being a
rugby ball. Look after yourself and
drop us a line. All the best,

Nick.

Whispers
The big whisper this week ·concerns the--you should excuse th~
expression--student boycott of classes on September 21. You may have
noticed that few students heeded the call to the barricades. What of
those who did? Well, twenty-five or so took the SGA-supplied bus ride to
Boston. We're told that, no sooner had ~he bus gotten well under way, ·
some ·high~minded-student ignited a cylinder full of a certain herb know to
produce a mild state of euphoria. Oh wow, man. Wait --it gets better.
Once the hardy band of revolutionaries was safely arrived in the Hub,
four split off to do some shopping while four got in line for tickets to a
probmatical Rolling Stories concert. Git down, mamma. The rest of the
students; however, did participate in the protest meeting. And that
suprises-·WPiispe:rs~•-we were.. beginning .to wonde,; if anyone on this
campus realizes that Plato is not Mickey Mouse's dog.
Sign seen at the rally: STOP FASCIST BUDGET CUTS (No, we're
not making it up. Would we lie to you?)

A REVEALING COMEDY ABOUT BEACHING THE TOP
BY WAY" OF THE BOTTOM

ANNOUNCEMENTS
DANCE!!!!
Come join the Creative Dance Group in the Second Open Workshop,
to be held in the Student Union Demonstration Room on Monday,
September 28, 6 to 7:30 p.m. Wear comfortable clothes. Enjoy a good
warm-up, and new dance themes with other dancers. We meet regualrly
on Monday evenings.
·
·
ARTS MAGAZINE DEADLINE
The campus literary magazine, The Arts Magazine, has announced
that the deadline for submitting poetry, short stories, black and white
graphics and photographs for the first issue this year is Tuesday,
October 6 at 11 a.m. Bring your submission to the SU Info Booth, and
leave it in the Arts Magazine mailbox. Let your imagination run wild.
We consider anything.
ATTENTION WORK STUDY STUDENTS
Positions are available for work study students to work in the Student
Government Office, 3rd floor, Student Union Building. Work includes
such tasks as office duties, artistic projects, and other responsible endea·
vors. If interested, contact Phil Conroy in the Financial Aid Office, ext.
257 or Mari-Ann Imbaro in the Student Government Office, ext. 421,

422.
COMMUNICATION CLUB
Anyone interested in joining the Communication Club should attend
an informational meeting in Cubicle 3, downstairs near the Rathskellar,
on Tuesday night, September 29th at 7:30 p.m. If you cannot attend this
meeting but still would like to be involved with the Communication Club,
please drop off a note in the Communication Club's mailbox in. the
Communication Department Office (located on the ground floor of the
Student Union Building.) Other regularly scheduled meetings will be held
in Cubicle 3 (down near the Rathskellar) on Thursdays at 11:00 a.m.
OPEN MEETING
At 7:15 p.m., Monday evening (Sept. 28) an open meeting will be held
in Room 103 of Scott Hall, to discuss ways in which students and faculty _
can meet in on an informal basis. Such possibilities include dining
together, and meeting at informal dormitory tables. though other suggestions will be considered. This is a genuine opportunity to improve cam·
. pus life; your attendance is encouraged. Refreshments will be served. .
For further information, call Dr. London at ext. 264.

RYAN.O'NE.AL
JACK WARDEN MARIANGELA MELATO RICHARD KIEL
"SO FINE"
A LOBELL/BERGMAN' PRODUCTION
MUSIC BY ENNIO MORRICONE PRODUCED BY MIKE LOBELL
WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BYANDREW BERGMAN

R
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UNDER 17 'REOUIRES ACCOMP-IYIMG
PARENT OR ADULT GUARDIAN

From Warner Bros.mA Warner Communications Company
© 1961 Wnrnor Bro• ·All R•9h1S Resmod

OPENS SEPTEMBER 25th AT.ATHEA!B.E. DAR YOU!
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Protestant Christian
Fellowship
Discussion Groups
Protestant Christian Fellowship, under the leadership of Reverend
Richard Huffines, who is the Bridgewater State College Protestant Campus Minister, is offering discussion "'rap" groups for any interested
students.
The purpo$e of the groups is to enable Protestant Christians to meet
one another and to discuss questions which are timely for students in
their college years. In the past, over a hundred students have taken
advantage of these each year.
The groups are listed below:
Love in the Afternoon: Participants in this group will watch (or continue to watch} their favorite soap opera and meet each week for six
weeks, an hour each week, to discuss the moral values and the lifestyles
of characters in the "soaps." How do those values and lifestyles compare
with our own value system or those of ourfriends? Tuesdays at 11 a.m.
Pre-register in the Christian Fellowship Office or send your name,
address, and the word, "soap" on the sheet.
Christian Identity orl'Campus: What is a Christian? How do I know ifI
am a Christian? Why and how do I stay as a Christian in a secular world?
Who are the '"born again" Christians? In what ways does the loneliness,
Who are the "born again" Christians? In what ways does the Christian
faith aid .students to deal with such questions as anxiety, loneliness,
conflict and meaninglessness?
Time to be determined by interested persons. Leave or send your
name, address, and "free hours" at Christian Fellowship Office located in
the Student Union.
Spiritual Counterfeits: The Cults: Why do young people join cults?
What do the cults teach? Why have there been such negative experiences on the part of people who have joined them? Group will include visits
by cult members in the area. Register as indicated in previous paragraph.
There are other groups and events offered which can be found in the
Christian Fellowship Office, 3rd floor, Student Union. Groups above will
meet for one hour/weekly for maximum of six weeks, beginning the
week of October 5th.
To be human is to encounter conflict at various stages in our lives. In.
order that the conflicts do not overwhelm us, it is wise to seek out •
counsellors who are trained to help us. Rev. Richard Huffines, Protestant :
Campus Minister, is available for counselling students. Just stop.by the
Christian Fellowship Office or arrange appointments by calling extension 492. ·
J ....
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Commentary
Since Ronald Reagan ascended to
the presidency in January, he has
been confronted with on particularly persistent and difficult question
concerning our foreign policy: when
a government, noted for its antihuman rights posture, is facing resistance from communist and/ or
communist-supported insurgents,
whom shall we support?
Both the oppressive government
and the insurgents alike are antithetical to our democratic heritage. Yet,
we are faced with such a choice in
both El Salvador and South Africa.
In El Salvador, the military-civilian
junta, considered the major contributor to the butchery occurring in
that unstable Central American
nation, is facing considerable oppo·

sition from communist guerrillas. In
South Africa, the white-minority
government, stil adhering to a policy
of apartheid, is battling SW APO
(South-West Africa People's Organization) which, according to Robin
Knight of U.S. News & World
Report (August 24, 1981) is an
"Angolan-based, Cuban trained and
largely Marxist liberation movement," in a war over the question of
Namibian independence.
South
Africa· fears that if it pulls out of
Namibia this will open the door to
victory for SWAPO, which it views
as revolutionary and a threat· to its
national security.
Thus far the Reagan Administration has leaned toward supporting
the oppressive governments in the

name of stabifity and holding the line
against communist expansion. In· El
Salvador, the United States has provided supplies and military advisors
to the junta, while in South Africa
the administration, .though claiming
neutrality, has voiced support for
the white-minority government and
was the only country to veto a United Nations Security Council resoluti.on that sought to condemn
South Africa. I am neither writing to condemn
nor condone the Reagan Administration's policy in regard to these
two countries, but only wish to con·
vey the problems inherent in making
choices of such magnitude.
Paul Jean
Vice·President, Political Science
Club

Hiring For The Handicapped
BSC's Offic~ of Handicapped of us take in as a matter of course.
Student Services is looking for a few And that's where the Office of Handicapped Student Services steps in.
good. men and women.
Readers and note-takers can
1 The Office exists to serve the
growing number of students on bridge the gap between what the
campus whose college careers are handicapped student is able to do
complicated by various physical dis- alone and that which, without help,
abilities. A wide range of support would be frustrating and exhaustservices is offered, but the participa- ing. A program exists to provide·
tion of the entire College is ne.cesc such help, and that's where the need
sary to insure that the handicapped for a few good men and women
persons among us get the same shot begins.
A note·taker's job is pretty
at an education as everyone else.
Students with sight or hearing dis- obvious. It requires that you be in
abilities have particularly acute the same class as the handicapped
problems. The blind cannot see to person being helped and that you
use the card file in the libran(; they provide him or her with a copy of the
cannot see what the professor class notes. This service is for perwrites on the blackboard. The stu- sons with hearing loss.
A researcher usually works with a
dent burdened with a serious hear.ing loss, even if he or she can read .person with a vision disability. The
lips, may miss important parts of a job's characteristics are flexible,
lecture. They often find themselves depending ori the kind and amount
groping for knowledge that the rest of help that a particular student

needs.
. Note-takers and researchers
receive payment for their services
along with any special equipment or
material required. So, it's not only a
good deed but also a way to earn a
little extra money. This is obviously
something with the best of both
worlds in it.
The Office has current openings
for both readers and note-takers.
We also want to build up a file of
students who might be interested in
future participation in the program.
If this sounds like a good deal to you,
why not visit Ms. Nancy Clay at the
Office of Handicapped Student Ser·
vices (main floor, Boyden Hall) or
get in touch by phone (ext. 210 or
525). She can give you all the
details.
And do it soon-·you're
needed.

I

STUDENT UNION
· An exciting announcement that there is
no charge for pool or ping pong, and ten
new. video games have arrived at the game
room~ Come try your luck on the newest
and. mqst challenging video games on the
market today. Also, there's a new juke box,
with a varied musical selection- records
changed,~ monthly. Open seven days a
we~k, Monday through Friday 9 a.m. to 10
p.m., Saturday and Sunday, 12:00 a.m. to
10:00 p.m. Located on the top floor· of the
Student Union.

Pottery-Weaving-Pewtersmithing
Leathercraft-Woodworking
Woodworking~Silkscreening

··
Photography
Where can you do all this? And more?

at the
Student Union ·Hobby Shop and Photo Lab
Take a course or just stop in during your
free time, no experience is necessary! All
you pay is a minimal.cost for supplies. The
Hobby Shop is located on the first floor of
the Student Union next to the bookstore.
For more info call the SU Info Booth ext
303.

'
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
STUDENT COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
The SCEC is looking for club officers and new members for the
upcoming school year. Anyone interested please contact Steve Burke at
Extension 435.
HANDICAPPED STUDENT SERVICES
The Office of Handicapped Student Services has relocated to the main
floor of Boyden Hall. If you are a handicapped student requiring support
services please do not hesitate to contact us in person or by telephone on
697-8321 extensions'210 or 525. The Office is open Monday through
Friday from 8:15 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
NEED HELP WITH YOUR OLD GRAMMAR?
The Writing Center, located in Maxwell Library Room 238, will be
open at the following times during the Fall Semester.
Monday, 9 to 10 a.m., 11 to noon, 1 to 2 p.m., Tuesday, 9 to noon,
, Wednesday, 9 to 10 a.m., 11 to noon, 1to4 p.m., Thursday, 9 to noon,
Friday, 9 to 10 a.m., 11 to noon, 1 to 2 p.m.
The Writing Center offers help With writing problems to students on
an individual or group basis. For an appointment, or additional information, call C. F. Angell at Extension 545.
SGA POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Positions are available for All-College Committee seats and for the
position of Associate Justices for the SGA Court. All interested should
fill out an information sh~et outside the SGA Offices, third floor, Student
Union.
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT OFFICE
The C.P.P. Office, located on the ground floor of the Student Union
Building, will be open the following hours the first semester: Monday to
Friday: 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Tuesday Evening: 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Services offered include career counseling, full and part-time employment, resume writing workshops, graduate and professional school
advising, volunteer and internship opportunities, plus many others. You
are welcome to come in and browse or make and appointment to speak
with one of the staff members.
JEWISH YOUTH CLUB
Are you interested in joining a Jewish Youth Club? If you are, please
leave your name and phone number at the Student Union Information
Booth. Someone will be in touch with you real soon,socomeonandjoin
in.
DE-BATE (di bat')
1. n. A worm to put on de hook.

2. v. To remove de worm off de hook.
3. pl. More than one worm.
4. All of the above.
If you are having trouble picking the right answer to this question, then
I suggest you join the.SSC F9rensic Society and Debate.Team. Yo.ll too
can take part in intercollegiate public speaking events. You will learn the
secret meanings of many hard words like 'prima facie'(easier to define.
than to utter), 'inherency'(money from dead r£?latives), and 'analogy'{the
study of college professors). You will also meet a swell bunch of people
who aspire to the high principles espoused by Diogenes the Cynic ( c. 400
B. C.) who once said, 'Tm looking for an honest man ... and a nickel beer,"
(he later denied the first remark). So, if you think you've got what it takes,
why wait· for someone to snap you back to reality? Come to the .PIT
office, first floor S.U. Building (past the Rat) any Tuesday or Thursday at
11:00, or call W09-8989 (ask for Ken).
VETERANS
Veterans are .reminded that the Office of Veterans' Affairs has
relocated to the main floor of Boyden Hall. Those veterans who have not
yet complete<:! paperwork for fall semester benefits are urged to come in.
as soon as possible·-the sooner you dot the sooner Uncle will start
sending you the bucks. Office hours are 8:15 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Do it
today!
FALL 198l·WHALEWATCHING TRIP
I have scheduled one whale· watching trip for this fall on board the
Dolphin IV from Provincetown. The fall is an excellent time to observe
not only the large humpback and finback whales, but the smaller dolphins as well. We should see large. numbers of whales and interesting
behaviors. The trip date is Friday October 23, 1981. The trip is open to all
faculty, students and staff, and to the public on a first come basis. The
cost per person is $10.00. Additional information is posted outside room
114 of the science building or can be obtained by calling me ·or Mrs.
DeVincentis. The departure time for this trip is 1:30 p.m. Trips in the past
have been very successful, and are a unique experience. Space will be
limited so please contact me as. soon as possible if you want to go.
John J. Jahoda, Professor
Biological Sciences
Conant Science Building, Rm. Sl16

697-8321 Ext. 317
STOP IN AND SAVE A LIFE
Well, it's almost the end of Septe.mber and all of us are getting settled
into our activities.· There is one activity I think you should be aware of
that can save lives-and it will only take OnQI hour of your time. Next
Wednesday, September 30th the Bridgewater State College fall blood·;,
mobile will take place between the hours of 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Student Union Ballroom. Yo.u will receive a tear off sheet in the mail so
you can s'.gn up. Please drop off your appointment card at the Student ..
Union Information Booth. The organization or dorm that has the most
sign-ups will receive~ plaque. Get involved in a competition and save
some lives! Right now the Red Cross in our regibn is at emergency
supplies. So come·on down on Wednesday, September 30th. Be responsible. Remember-Don't get caught with your pints down!!--Contact
Carol Robertson 697 :6054 for more information.
. ALPHA UPSILON SORORITY
·-begins pledging for the fall semester-Monday Sept 28,1981. All female
students interested in pledging can c;ontact Fran at 697-7899 or Laura at
697-1009.

How Shall l Begin.
What does it mean when you miss
your own Convocation ceremony
because you have two meetings,
one at 11 a. m. and the other at 11 :30
a. m.? It means that you're a Student

Leader.
You're like everyone else. You
make your share of typewriting
mistakes. You ran around last
Tuesday at 3:30 p.m., getting your
drop/add forms in just under the
wire. Your mother is, right now,
slaving over a hot stove, baking
brownies for the Choral Society
Bake Sale because you have classes
all day and newspaper production
well into the night. The battery
terminal in your little red car is loose
at this point, desperate for attention
from your friendly mechanic, Joe,
but you never seem to have the
time. You vaguely recall your fiance.
Some of these things are your
own fault. Overinvolvement in
extra-curricular activities is popular
among geniuses and suckers. You
realize that you're in the latter

category. At the Topsfield Fair last
year you had a tattoo put on your
left forearm because "the tattoo
artist had an honest face and looked
like he needed a break."
When you first came to BSC, you
tried to get involved with the SGA,
but found you were too earnest.
Lucky for you this is your last
year. In just these few remaining
months, what can go wrong_? You
can't possibly get any more involved
than you already are, or your
parents will pack you away to the
whitewashed rooms of Resthaven
for Christmas break. You're sliding
home ...your GER's-are out of the
way, your resume is growing, line by
exhausting line.
In the first full week of classes, the
inevitable happens. Your little red.
car is ticketed. Suddenly the Traffic
Control Handbook becomes
another assigned reading, and you
learn that the $2.00 you dished out
could have been saved by parking in
the right place to begin with. Your

• •

decal, when you got your ticket, was
on your oak desk in your bedroom ·
at home, where the Officer couldn't
see it. All he saw was the. "New
England Dragway" sticker where
your parking decal. should have
been. The ticket was quickly written
and put under your wiper blade by
Officer X.
You return to your car. It is .late.
There is the ticket. It's so painfully
ridiculous that your sticker is on
your desk instead of on your. car
that you laugh out loud. The other
people in the parking lot stare.
just a campus-wide word. of
warning: if you get a ticket, don't be
upset. It really is your fault.. You
can't plead overinvolvement with
this case. It takes all of ten minutes
to read, cover to cover, the Traffic
Control Handbook. Find out where
you can and cannot park, and park
in the right place. Save a few bucks.
New England Dragway is pretty in
the fall.
LRH

So

Handi Kids
Handi Kids is a Therapeutic
Recreation Complex located in
Bridgewater which provides programs for the handicapped of all
ages. Our programs range from a
pre-school program for the very
young toddler to enhance motor
development to a Creative Arts pro·
gram for elders coordinated by a
· eJ:epressive therapist.
Participants are accepted into our
programs without regard to race,
color, creed, etc., or the extent of
their disability. All our services are
provided ·free of charge. Transportation is not provided.
One of the programs that we will

offer this fall is a therapeutic horseback riding program on Thursday
afternoon at 3:30 p.m. beginning
September 31.
For this program we need at least
nine volunteers. We have three
horses and must have a volunteer/participant ratio of 3:1 in the interest of safety.
·
Handi Kids offers an orientation
session and ongoing training and
support. The orientation meeting
will take place on Monday, September 21, at"7:30 p.m. at the Handi
Kids complex, 470 Pine Street,
Bridgewater. Specific orientation
will take_ place during the week of

September 21.
Handi Kids also has three work
study positions available. The job
descriptions are filed with the Finan·
cial Aid office. We.would appreciate
consideration when choosing your
work-site for internships and field
placement.
The volunteer orientation meet·
-fog is open to the public and there is,
of course, no obligation. If you think
you would enjoy being a part of
Handi Kids, feel free to stop by. For
more information about Handi Kids
and/or our volunteer program, con·
tact Linda Robbins. Social Worker,
at 697-7557.

Friday Sept. 25th
"John Lincoln Wright
and the Sourmash Revue''
(C·ountry Rock at its Best)
Friday Oct. 2nd
"The James Mongomery Band"
with "The Lowgistics"

Friday Oct. 9th
"The

StQmp~rs"

with "The Gail St. James Band".
Friday Oct 16th
"Private Lighting"
Friday Oct. 23rd
"The Memphis Rockabilly Band"

b '!lie cmriment Septemoer
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The Screening Room
The Juve·nilization of the
juvenilized, the question must be
as Kramer vs. Kramer and
American Film
raised as to why. First of all, the
Ordinary People indicate . that
fn looking at the movies released
average age of the moviegoer is 14
there is· still intelligence. in
this year, I have become
to 18 years old. Secondly, and most
Hollywood. Unfortunatelyi films of
increasingly alarmed at the direction
important, the movie industry is,
this calibre are few and far between.
above all else, concerned with
Because the majority of the movies
of the American film. It seems that
making as much a profit tram each
released are seared to those with an
quality entertainment is being
forsaken for shallow, moronic
motion picture as possible. So, if
intelligence quotient of 68, a movie
teens like the car-crash movies, why
such as Ordinary People is lauded
drivel. Some of the biggest box·
office grassers for this summer were
not give them Honkytonk
up and down by the critics, even
Endless Love (boy meets girl, boy
Freeway and make a nice, million
though it is in reality only a good, but
dollar profit. Comic books are a
not great, movie. So, realize that the
loses girl, boy burns Clown house),
Cheech and Chong's Nice
teen favorite, so along comes
majority of the movies that you are
Dreams (drugs, man), and The
Popeye, Superman, and Flash
seeing, with rare' exception, are
Cannonball Run (demolition~- Gordon. The point is, why make a
geared to an age level far below your
derby with Burt and the boys). The
sensitive, intelligent movie that
own,
movie industry,, once a medium of
teens will hate when Hollywood can
Next week: Part two of the
produce a tiresome love story or a .juvenilization of the American
sensitive, adult entertainment, has
regressed to a mainstay of stale and
rock 'em-sock 'em car chase movie
movie, with a look at George Lucas
sophomoric films, catering mostly
that will really rake in the cabbage.
and why his movies are monumental
Of course, not all movies are of
successes.
to pubescent teenagers. . .
If American movies are becoming
the sophomoric nature. Such films
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Detail of Jane Stuart's portrait of Caroline J. Tilley: 1832.

Women Artists
by Roger Dunn, Art Department
Through the ages, the symbolic

and the displeasures of their own
fan-1iHes. A
Jht! ac~()mplishment~
' ;:.;i·"ofi:· · ·
·~~r..t!r~s. than the'
so-called ,;Fine Arts," such as weavthe role of artist a woman has been
traditionally regarded with only ing, quilt-making, needlepoint, and.
qualified admiratiof1 or outright dis· pottery demonstrate that women.
approval. The female painter or have been continually productive;
sculptor was a curiousity seen as skilled, inventive, and expressive as
·
unconventional .and unfeminine in visual artists.
By the mid-twentieth century the
behavior, a social misfit whose morality might even be held up to ques- stereotype restricting ·.a woman's
tion. Ironically, skills in drawing and behavior and social role had wea- ~
painting were frequently a standard kened as dramatic changes took.
part of a young lqdy's education; yet place in all aspects of life. Today a
her serious study of these fields was woman can more easily pursue· an
severely inhibited by restrii::tions on attistic career and expect full acc~p
her·participatiOn in art academies or tance as a professional. And,. as· a
other studio situations. Notably, she result of the feminist movement, in
the last decade numerous books,
was forbidden study from the nude
articles,•. and exhibitions have been
model, an essential discipline in art,
female
nor could she associate freely with devoted to the subject
artists, with the names and work of
other members of her profession ...
many forgotten talents from the
who were male with rare exception.
· Patrons, museums, collectors,
past being revealed each year. The
and critics rarely· gave seriious con- aim of this exhibition is to offer such
sideration to the work of women,
exposure to worthy artists whose
thus furthering the monopoly men
work has long been held in
obscurity.
·
·
held on artistic recognition. Jn an
article published in 1971, art histo·
, One of the largest collections of
rian Linda Nochlin asked but could · work by women painters is that
not effectively answer the question,
forming a significant portion of the
"Why have there been no great PermanE!nt Collection of the Brock·
women artists?" Two years later she
ton Art Museum-Fuller Memorial..
concluded that our conceptions of These paintings are the gifts from
artistic success and .quality have several private collectors; of special
note are the many contributions
been so male-defined and malefrom Messrs. Alfred T. Morris,
oriented that a study of ferpale
artists involves a re-examining of Senior and Junior. For allowing us
to form an exhibition out of selecour artistic values, indeed our
''whole notion of what art is all
tions made from this collection. we
about."
wish to express our appreciation to
the Museum's Trustees, Executive
Even before such re-assessment,
Committee, and Director Marilyn
however, it should be noted that art
Hoffman. $pedal thanks are
history has long carried the names
extended to Curator Elizabeth Haff
of women from many centuries and
cultures who, despite the formida- · for handling all the necessary arranble obstacles, made stunning contri~
gements, and Museum fntern Patri·
cia Hill for permitting us to use her
bution.s to the Fine Arts. Artemisia
extensive research on these artists
Gentileschi, Elisabeth Vigee. Lebnm, Angeflca .Kaufmann, Rosa· for our descriptive labels .
"[ uery earnestly believe in .the
Bonheur, .Berthe Morisot, Marie
text is that there should be no sex in
L,aurencin, and' Barbara Hepworth
are among the best-known. Ameri·
Art. , . I am pointing, I know ... to a
millenium at least in the Woman's
can art would be robbed of some of
view if !predict
hour when the
its finest achievements if Harriet
term 'Women in Art' will he as
Hosmer, Mary Cassatt, Georgia
strange sounding as the title 'Men in
O'Keefe, Louise Nevelson, and
Art' would be nou:." --Painter
Helen Frankenthaler had not had
Cecelia Beaux. from an address
the courage and creative drive to
given at Barnard College. 1915.
disregard rigid social conventions
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KISS ME KATE
ATBSC
T'his season's fall production of
the Ensemble Theatre will be "Kiss
Me Kate" to premier in ·the SU
Auditorium on October 29, 30 and
31 at 8:00 .P'.m. "Kiss Me Kate" is a
. Cple Portf?r musical based. on
· Shake?tieare's · ..Taming of the
Shrew." This smash hit Broadway
show holds the honor of being
presented with the first "Musical"
Tony Award.
The BSC production is being
directed by Professor Robert
Barnett, who has directed many
outstanding shows in the past. The
cast of players is as follows: Diane
DiGiampietro as Lilli (Kate), Jim
Paul as Fred (Petruchio), Denise .

Cormier as Lois, Daniel Maloney as
Bill, Robert Mello and Allen Fleming
as gangsters, Jean Prall as Robbie,
Diane Comolli as Hattie, Alan
Talbot as' Harry, Allan Moniz as
Harrison Howell, David Winn as·
Gremio, Stephen Lee as Hortensia,
and Jonathan Lucier as Paul. (As
well as a host of dancers and chorus
singers!) The show is stage
managed·by Katy Menton and the
set designer is Mr. Jeff Ripley. Show
tickets are $3.50 for students and
senior citizens and $5.00 for general
public. Don't·miss "Kiss Me Kate,"
sure to be one of our best musicals
ever!

~~~>~~)~(). . . . .(J~)411m9'

Body Heat is Lukewarm
by Betsy Hansnn

Body Heat, one of Hollywood's
first relcases.,a'f the new season, has
been.promoted as the "sexy movie"
of thefall. Billed as a i•scorcher," this
film is supposed to be the supreme
movie of the fall, with enough sex
thrown in to make it a good draw qt
the box office. In reality, Body Heat
is the most languid, .boring movie to
appear since the last remake of The
Postman Always Rings Twice. In
fact, to carry the chain' back further
it is the most insipid movie of its kind
since American Gigolo, except it
does not have a Blondie soundtrack
to save it.
The similarities between these
other two films and Body Heat are
obvious in the plot structure. It is
another wife-lover-plot-to-kill·
husband-to-get-money yarn with a
little more sex thrown in for interest
The only attempt at diversion from

this plotline is a Hitchcockian twist
thrown in at the end, which does not
confuse as much as it should
because the boredom threshold of
the average viewer has already been
reached. Thus certain bits in Body
Heat give an eerie sense of deja vu.
Nevertheless, if two strong actors
played· ·the main characters, the
hackneyed storyline could have
survived. Unfortunately, Kathleen
Turner and William Hurt do not
have the forceful personalities to
save it. Turner, as Mattie, the
scheming wife bent on entrapment,
is too nervous to be seductive. Her
encounter with Hurt in a dimly-lit
bar is fraught with curtly. delivered
dialogue, and a jumpiness "that is
grating. The Bacall-like coolness
Turner is straining for is more like an
icy brittleness. On the other hand,
Hurt is too much of a wise guy. As

Ned, the sloppy inept lawyer, Hurt
relies too much on the boyish charm
that he used in Eyewitness, to get
him through. He seems to be playing
hi part as one gigantic goof, so that
when, at the end, he is supposed to
be overwhelmed by Mattie's hold.
he looks ridiculous. Neither Turner
nor ijurt seem to be able to inspire
the type of sexual passion at the
heart of Body Heat, in fact, both
drag the story down even more.
As for the rest of the film, the sex
is sweaty, not steamy, and the
dialogue is full of enough sexual
. innuendo and cliches to keep an
audience snickering into the parking
lot. If this is an example of the fall
film season, 'then it might be a good
idea to stay home and study, since
the boredom of staying home and
studying· could not match the
boredom of watching Body Heat.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The Weekend Freebie

u

you don't live here, you might think about staying around for the Outdoor
· Concert behind the Student Union this Friday night. Between 4 and 7 p.m., a
fine band ,The Hometown Rockers, will be performing FREE OF CHARGE
for the entire campus! Meet the people you haven''t seen since Orienta.Hon, or
summer, or fall, or whatever. Th'e good times continue, if you are "of age," in
the Rathskellar, with another live band starting at 8 p.m. Friday night.

~~~~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~
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Sports
Gridders Ready

BAIRS Ready

For Another Year

For Season Opener
by Dusty Chapeau
The pre-season antics are over .
and its time for the ten New England
Football Conference teams to get ·
down to business. This year's battle·
for the championship will be wide
open and the Bridgewater Bears
first contest this Saturday against
Framingham State should be no
exception. BSC ~iii ·try to bet back
into the win column after dropping
their last two games of the season in
1980. The Bears would also like to
improve upon the mistakes they
made in their pre-season final game
loss to the Holy Cross "B" T earn last
Friday 30-7.
In order to stop the Framingham
Rams the BEars must halt the double threat of Quarterback Chris
Kane. "Kane has good range as a
passer but he can also run well with
the ball," sighted coach Peter Mazzaferro. "The key to the game will be
.;J to stop him." The Rams southpaw
QB tore apart opposing secondaries

last· year and is considered one of
the leagues best, but his ·aerial
attack was- smothered when the
Bears clobbered FSC 27-10 in 1980.
Bridgewater was knocked around·
a bit themselves Friday by their purple clad opponents from Holy
Cross. Crucial mistakes proved to
be fatal as the Bears turned the ball
over four times, which the Cross
converted into points. "They used a
lot of different defensive sets against
us," said BSC Quarterback Kevin
Cobban, who was intercepted three
times. "We weren't able to execute
our plays the way we had planned."
The man from Worcester took
advantage of every Bear mistake
from fumble recoveries t9 penalties,
and according to Coach Mazzaferro
'those kind of errors don't win many
ball games. "In order to defeat Framingham I feel we have to do a much
better job on punt returns and cut
down on the turnbvers,"said the

Bears mentor.
The Rams are coming off an open·
ing day loss to conference newcomer Western New England
College, which has moved up from
club status. They are led by offen·
sive Tri-Captain Gary Gillman, a
powerful blocker, and defensive
back Jim Merchant. FSC will be
looking for their first win as a start to
improving on a 4-4 record from last
year.
The Bears hope to establish a run·
ning game early with backs Dave
Buckley and Mike Ciesinski carry·
ing the load. But the feam will be
counting on emotion as a large fac·
tor in determining the outcome of
Saturdays contest. Though the
teams seem evenly matched on
paper, Mazzaferro sees the "psyche
factor" as playing an important role;
"The most motivated team that
makes the fewest mistakes will
come away a winner."

Soccer T earn WINS!
by John Sullivan and Chris Keyes
The Bridgewater State Men's
Soccer T earn is off to a fine start this
year. In their first game Bridgewater
captured a 1-0 victory over the University ·of New England at Biddeford, Maine. The lone goal was
scored "on a header" by Scott
Floeck (E. Bridgewater). The Bears
outshot their opponents 28-10, and
dominating from start to finish,
beginning their season on the right
foot.
The next ga.me followed suit, on
Monday, Sept. 21, at home, as the
Bears beat a tough Roger Williams
team (from Rhode Island) by the
score of 3-2. BSC had to come back
from 1-0 and 2-1 deficits. In the first
half Roger Williams .entered the

scorebooks first when left wing Fitzgerald came unattended and
crossed the ball to right wing Gary
Cruz who netted the ball home at
13:10 mark. Bridgewater's Striker
Mark Hunt put a cross in from Bill
Lindquist at the 41:30 mark. The ball
eluded Bridgewater goalie Brian
Butler (Andover) at 44:30 and the
first half ended 2-1 Roger Williams.
In second half play, fullback Tom
Walsh tied the game on a clutch
penalty kick with five minutes
remaining. Bridgewater was on the
attack with Scott Floeck scoring his
second goal of the young season on
a missdirection pass from teammate
Tom Walsh. The goal came with ·a
mere 20 seconds remaining in the

describve as good diving talent will·
add depth to the squ~d ·and obtain
important team points. Jim Herbert(Newton North) and local boy Mark
Hayes(Middleboro) · have alot of
potential for collegiate varsity diving
competition. Another. good swim·
ming prospect is ttansger Ken Bernard. A walkon with impressive
1
swimming statistics, Bernard. is
strong in the breaststroke and individual medley.
Several returning BSC swimmers
should offer experience and leadership to this young team. Yeskewicz
can count on veterans Paul Larson(last year's swim captai~),'~ Butch
Buck, Will Cheeriey~l Mike' Piazza,
Steve Quimbey and Bob S'tanley!
In preparation for. this ·season's
competitive swimming events the
coach believes in a regimental conditioning · and training program.
Besides daily team practices
the
pool, Yeskewicz r~quires his
swimmers to do a variety of flexibil;
ity exercises to lift in the universal
gum and to work in the pool on their
own time.
Another mode of conditioning
avaiilable to the BSC Men~s Swim
Team is Waterpolo, which they will
be playing for the next· several
weeks. They have .scheduled" two

in

1.

.

We are looking forward to a good year and are anxious to see a lot ~f
student involvement.
·"
1981 · 82 BAIRS Executive Committee
President: Nina Roberts, ext. 426
Intramural Council:
Sports Council:
Marty Trahan
Recreation Council:
Terry McNeil
Jo Lawlor
Chris Ramsay
Pat .McGrady
Dan Hall
Charlie Mendes
Julie Mills·.··
Pam Barnes
Lyn Luks

Cardiovas·cular

Health Program

s@cceR···

Swimmers Improving

.
Me:n's swim coach Joe Y eskewicz
displays a radiant smile when one
questions him· about his expeetations for.the upcoming 1981-82 season. The 12'year· B~idgewater State
College Coach has good reason to
smile. After a disappointing 1-.13
recocred last $eason he explained
his optimism,"We should be really
improved. We have a tnuch bigger
squad of about 20 men tnis year- In
the past we've had smaller squads
which hurt us in competition."
tyluch of Yeskewicz's optimism is
centere.d around his recruitment of
12 young swimmers to BSC. The
coach has nothing but praise for
freshman··Briafr'O'Neil(Du.nbury), a
third piace finisher· in the 100 yard
butterfly in' the· high school New
Englands- Yeskewics predicts that
O'Neil will qualify for the Nationals
!in that event:
Other promising freshmen
inciude Tom Cameron(Hanson)
and Carl Dietz(Westfield)
Camerori, whose brother Bob was a
recent BSC swimming standout; is a
fine. breaststroker according to his
new coach. A high school state finalist in the 400 yard free style relay,
Dietz should help the team considerably.
·
.
Two freshmen whorn the coack

Oct.

game giving Bridgewater an exciting
3-2 victory. Roger Williams had
come into the game with a 4-0
record, proving that, as Coach Sal
Rapollo says, "Bridge1,,1.1~ter is a team
to watch this year."
·
The coach also urges all BSC students to come out and support the
team (the home opener had 150 in
attendance). He hopes to improve
on last years 5-8-3 record and he is
surely doing it. So check out their
Exercise Science faculty and students of the Health, Physical Educanext home game this Saturday if you tion and ·Recreation Department have est<:tblished a Cardiovascular
can, against Newport College at Health Program. This program provides Bridgewater State f<iculty>
2:00 p.m. and root the Bears on.
administration, librarians 1 and staff with an opportunity to develop and
maintain overall physical fitness and cardiovascular health. The testing
program will take place in the Human Performance Laboratory, which is .·
located in the Kelly Gymnasium, in room 119.
Registrants in the Cardiovascular Health Program will be required to
complete a family and personal health history form. Upon acceptance In
the program,· the following tests will be administered to determine each
participants level of physical and cardiovascular fitness:
1. Flexibility will be dete.rmined by the "sit and reach~' test
2. ·Body composition will be· determined by anthropometric
mea.surementss
. 3. Pulmonary function will be assessed by spirometer measurements .
'I. Aerobic fitness will be assessed by an electrocardiographically monigames for this coming Sunday . tared G ra,ded Exercise Test which involves periodic heart rate and blood
where they will play the US Coast pressure measurements to determine the heares response fo submax'
·
Guard Academy and the University imal stress
of Rhode Island at ll:OOam at URI 5. Blood will be analyzed to determine the concentrations of cholesterol .
'
BSC has recently beeri admitted to and· triglycerides
Division II of the New England InterData from the aforementioned (forms and tests) will be utilized for the
collegiate Water Polo Association.
development of individual exercise programs ..
The, swimmers have a 'long and . The Human Performance Laboratory is under.the dir~ction of Dr.. Erle.
difficult schedule ahead of them. Sills. Or. Sills is a faculty .member in the Department qf Health . Physic.al."
Some of the toughest competition Education, and Recreation, an(l a specialist in. the .area of E.~~rcis,e
should come from Northeastern, Physiology. He will be assisted by graduate andundergraduate students
Norwich, SMU, and BC. October prepared as exercise specialists.
23 is the date of the annual exhibiParticipants will be required to obtain medical c:;learance for exercise
tion meet against the alumni during testing and programming prior to admission into the Cardiovascular
Homecoming. The BC relays will: be Hea.lth Program. The appropriate medical clearance forms must be
held November 22,withtheteam'~ signed. by a _llcensed physician and .returned to .Dr. Eric Sills., Kelly
regular season beginningDecember Gyn1nasium. ·
.
.
.
,. ·
. .
land ending February 24. In March
ihe preliminary testing will-take place in the Human Performance·
the.NewEnglands and NCAA Div- · laboratory and will be scheduled by appointment. Exercise sessions' ~ill
ision III Nationals will be held in be conducted on Mondays, Wednesdays~.and Fridays at 12 noon in Kelly ·
Rhode Island and Virginia Gymnasium. Swimming sessions will be conducted on Tuesdays and
respectively.
Thursdays at 11 a.m. in the pool located in Kelly Gymnasium. All ofthe
Swim coach Yeskewicz is looking te~ts and exer.cise/swimming sessions will be supervised by trained
forward to a competitive season exercise leaders: Interested individuals should contact Dr. Eric Sills, ex.t.
from his squad and sees many BSC 278 or 287 to sign up for the program and to o~tain further infon:r1ation.
records falling in the process.
Among them he is confident the ~~~~~~'liffl:l~~w..w..~
medley record will be broken before
A TEAM CAPTAINS'/MANAGERS' MEETING
Christmas. To sum up his feelings
Scheduled for Thursday, September 24th in G 121at11.a.m. (the free
about the 1981-82 swim team the
hour)_ Team entry forms wiUbe accepted for this tournarnent at this
coack once again beams and dee·
meeting only! .(Blank entry forms. are available in the letter rack by the
lares,,"I think the college will be very
IM/REC bulletin board in the main lobby of the Gym) No fate entries will
proud of out swim team this year!"
be accepted! Play begins September 28th. Anyone interested in officiat·
ing should also attend this meeting.

*'*****************'+-*****"******·**********************·**'
by Neil Bunick

by Nina Roberts
On behalf of the Bridgewater Association for Intramurals Recreation
and Sports, (BAIRS) I would like to welcome iftl freshmen 'and transfe;
students to Bridgewater State College. Becoming involved in activities
ori campus can be a very pleasurable and rewarding experience and it is
you who must be willing to make it happen.
·
·
The BAIRS has been created to provide an avenue for.student input in
determining, planning, and promoting intramural, recreation, and sports
programs. One of the objectives of the organization is to publicize
promote, and stimulat~ active student interest, and participation in th~
variety of intramural, recreation, and intercollegiate athletic programs
offered.
The "BAIRS FACTS" is our informative monthly newsletter that is
distributed throughout the campus. Anyone can submit an article . the
deadline for the first newsletter of the semester is October 1. Please leave
your article in the BAIRS mailbox in the SU Info Booth. Suggestions for
activities are also encouraged and may be left in the mailbox as well.
Currently we are in need of. two males who would like to become
involved with the BAIRS. One position is open on the Recreation Council
and one on the Sports Council. Further information may be obtained
from Candy Kendall (I-M Rec. Coordinator); her office is in Kelly
Gymnasium across from the main office, ext. 286; .. Please respond by
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Some upcoming road races:
Sept. 27: Marshfield, MA 20 kilome·
ters. 12:0-0 noon at Marshfield HS.
(9/22} Volleyball Clark/Bennington (6:00)
Contact: Marshfield Road Runners
(9/22) Women's Tennis at Boston College (3:30)
Club, Ms. Gayle Southard, 1130
(9/23) Field Hockey at URl(V-JV) (1:00)
Ferry St., Marshfield, MA 02050
(9/23) Soccer at Mass Maritime (3:00)
(837-3217)
(9/24) Volleyball at Wellesley/Lowell (7:30)
Bridgewater Fun Run: 3.5 miles (9·
SSC TEAM RECORDS
Sept. 27: Randolph, MA. 6.2 and2
(9/24) Women's Tennis Wheaton (3:30)
22-81):
miles.
il:OO a.m. at K of C Hall.
(9/25) Field HQckey at Mitchell(JV) (3:30)
1. Jay Legere, Central Mass StridSoccer 2-0-0
Contact: Phil Goodwin, Vera Cruz
(9/26) Field Hockey Providence College (11:00)
ers, 17:39. 2. Mike Morris, Central
Field Hockey 2-0-2
Council of K of C, Teed Drive, Ran(9/26) Volleyball at Franklin Pierce (1:00)
Mass Striders, 19:12. 3. Steve Hill,
Volleyball 1-3
dolph, MA 02368 (961-2574)
(9/26} Women·s Tennis at URI {1:00)
Greater Brockton Striders, 19:25. 4.
Men's Tennis 0-1
Sept. 29: Bridgewater, MA. 3.5 mile
(9/26) FootbaU at Framingham State (1:00)
Bob McDonald, Jr., Colonial Road
fun run. 6:00 p.m. at Kelly Gym.
(9/26) Men's Tennis at Framingham State {1:00)
Runners, 19:52. 5. Sam Baum·
Contact: Tom Knudson (697-8321,
RESUL
TS(9/15-9/21)
(9/26) Soccer at Newport College (2:00)
garten. Bridgewater Running Club,
ext. 277}
19:54. Women: 1. Sandy Lurgenb(9/lS) Field Hockey 4 New Hamshire College 1
(9/27) Water Polo at URI/US Coast Guard (11:00)
Oct. 3: Foxboro, MA. 6.2 miles.
ach,
Colonial
Road
Runners,
23:32.
(9/28) Field Hockey at Lowell (3:30) ·
(g/l6) Volleyball 6,9 Smith 15,15
·~
At 10:00 a.m. Contact: Bob Sea2.
Annette
Vanderstaay,
Bridge·
(9/28) Footbal.l at Tufts(JV) (3:00)
Volleyball 8,3 Providence 15,15
mans (227-4421)
water Running Club, 24:34. 3.
(9/29) Women's Tennis at Bryant (3:30)
(9/l 7) Field Hockey 2 Boston College 2
Oct. 4: Boston, MA. 8 miles. Fred·
Kathie
Gray,
unattached,
30:13.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , ( 9 / 1 8 ) Volleyball 15,7,6 Tufts 0,15,15
edom Trail Road Race. At 10:00
Volleyball 8,15,16 Boston State 15,4,14 ...- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t a . m.. Limit of 4,0oo. Contact: Free(9/19) Soccer 1 U. of New England 0
dom Trail RR, 90 Hampshire St.,
(9/19) Field Hockey 1 U. of Vermont 1
Cambridge, MA 02139.
(9/21) Men's Tennis 4 Salem State 5
(9/21) Field Hockey 4 Salem State 0
(9/21) Soccer 3 Roger Williams 2 UPCOMING GAMES(9/22-9/29)
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On The Roads Again

VOLLEYBALL INTRAMURAL
by Neil Bunick
Over my cardinal red sweatshirt I
(Men-Women-Coed)
Many beginning runners wonder strapped on my bright orange reflecThere will be a mandatory meetwhy their initiation to the roads tor to avoid becoming part of an ing for all intramural volleyball t~am
causes such pain. My first question aggressive motorist's steel belted captains (or a teamrepresentahve)
of those novice and hurting runners tires. l double knotted my Nike on Thursday, October 1 in Kelly
is to ask them if they stretched their sneakers, grabbed my house key Gym (Room G121) at 11 a.m. (free
body before running. More often and pushed open the wooden front hour). Entry forms will be accepted
than not their reply is that they did door. One lap around the apartment at this meeting only. Play will begin
not exercise. Beginning runners complex and I already figured out the week of October 5 · Anyone
should stretch their leg muscles and why I was not running during interested in officiating these games
.
should attend this meeting or sign
entire body for at least 10-20 min- daylight.
utes before and after running. The
I still was not sure, however, if I up _w~th Car:idy K~~dall (108 Kelly).
stretching will prepare the legs for am crazy to be a runner (most · This is a paid position.
the thousands of pounding steps runners never are sure). Yet I
ahead and will usually alleviate most thought since I enjoyed what I do,
if not all the pain the beginning my enjoyment from running must MARTHA'S VINEYARD BIKE TRIP
sponsored by BAIRS
runner is experiencing. In future provide the meaning to anysocalled
articles I will include some stretch- "madness" on my part. My Monday Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 3 and 4
Cost: $18.00 per person
ing exercises that may help you.
night run may have taken pl~ce
Thoughts While Running~ If close to midnight, but once agam I Includes: Transportation (including
sports writer Ernie Roberts of the experienced what many people call ferry), accomodations, bike rental,
Boston Globe has several thoughts a "runner's high." The condition meals.
while shaving , I figure I must have outside may have been gloo~}T~raw SIGN UP: 10 to .2, across from
hundreds if not thousands of and dark, but from within I fo~.!nd an Bookstore on Monday and Tuesthoughts while running.. This week's odd balance of vitality and tranquil- day, Sept. 28tb and 29th.
thoughts are from a Monday late ity. Without opening a book or
night, five mile jaunt around my experiencing some kind of sexual
apartment complex. No sooner amusement I have stimulated both
than ~ntering the c~illy atmosphere my mind i;\pd my body.
,"'ft.en1-rngtrdnt door, aio'l"frrTclr~··'"'~h,,,·A:m'tcr~yto'.5eTunmng?Toyou,
The Bridgewater 'st~te College
wondering why on earth I would be maybe, but to me and others like Shotokan Karate Club will sponsor
out running at nearly midnight. I · me, running is a way of life. So· eQds the Bruce Lee movie: "Enter the
must be crazy! I searched for some this. week's "Thoughts While Dragon" on Thursday, September·
meaning to my madness so that 1 Running."
24th. There will be two showings.
would not cut my 38 minute run
There was rriore excitement at The first will be at 6:30 and a second
short.
Tuesday's weekly fun run spon· at 8:30 p.m. The movie will be presI knew why I was not running in sored by the Bridgewater Running ented inthe library lecture hall. This
daylight. I started the day off wrong Club. Jay Legere from the Cen!;al event is free of charge. Donations
·by oversleeping and barely catching· Mass. Striders dominated the Race, shall be ·gratefully accepted,
my morning bus via Boston for my bi:eezing to victory by over a minute however.
internship (usually I run early in the and a halt Legere holds the BridgeThe Club is also hoping to promorn). I was back home in Bridge· water record with a time of 17:25 for mcte kar~e through an hou~~ng
water by 8:00 p.m., making a few the 3.5 mile course~ Sandy Lurgenb- demonstration of karate techniques
phone calls, doing a ·uute .school ach from •the Colonial Road ands.elf-defense. This event shall be
- work, writing an article, and catch- Runners. set a blistering· pace In held in the Demonstration Room
ing a few glimpses of a sloppily- record time · to lead all women (on the' 3rd floor of the Student
played Patriots game. All this runners.
Unk)n) •on Tuesday, Sept. 29th at
between several bites of my once
For some of the "crazies" who 7:30 p.m. B.S.C. Shotokan Karate
cooked dinner. One look uOp at the share the common bond of running 'Tee Shirts shall be on sale for $6.50
clock arid it was 10:30 p.m. I you will find in the Comment Score· at this time.
changed.into my running garb and board a short list of upcoming road
Please support these promotional
went through my daily routine of 30 races you may like to· indulge in. 'events. New members are welcome
minutes of stretching.
Local results .can be found in The to.· join . the club
we begin our
l took the necessary precautions Scoreboard: as well. Until next time, second year of training and
to battle the chilly and neverending I will see you "On .Tne Roads competition.
dark environment ahead of rrie. A!=tain." ·
·

KARATE

as

GO BEARS!

MAKI NEEDLEART

by· Neil Bunick

The 1981 BSC field hockey team
has picked up where it left off last
year. The Bears were 8-3-5 in 1980
regular season play and 4th place
finishers in New England Division II.
Bridgewater has gotten off to a 2-0·2
record.
The squad is virtually a young
team having lost six players to gra·
duation. Senior co-captain Chris
Ramsey and Diana Demetrius provide the leadership and stability the
team needs for another strong season in competitive Division II play.
Coach Mary Lou Thomas says that
the girls "speed, teamwork and
spirit should help make up for their
youth and inexperience."
The Bears first game saw the
team play a shaky first half which
Coach Thimas attributed to their
inexperience. Down 1-0 to New
Hampshire College, Bridgewater
came storming back with four
second half goals. The tallies came
from inside forwards Karen Croteau
and ~arcia Good, link Chris Ramsey a11d haifback Debra Ahern ..
·Once again Bridgewater came
from behind, but this time to gain a
2-2 tie at Boston College, Ramsey
scored off a corner with the assist to
wing Dot Soufy at 29: 11 of the first
half. Bridgewater's Marcia Good
tied the game up off a crosspass;
Terry McNeil with the assist at25:51
of the second half. Bridgewater had
the edge in shots on net with 16 as
BC had only 12 shots.

·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Sept.·
thru
Dec.

N.Y. METRO• PHILA.

BALI• WASH.• CONN~

BLUi::OYSTER
CULT

THE WHO

BOB SEGER

KINKS.

ROD STEWART

BILLY JOEL

ELO

679 North Main St.

Saturday, September 19th the
field hockey than travelled up to
beautiful Rattleboro, Vermont to
challenge the University of Vermont. Halfback Annette Lopes
scored early in the first half at 6:58,
with the assist to Ramsey. Lopes
goal proved to be the only one for
the Bears. UVM tied things up at
one, with a goal at 23:02 of the
seco~d half.
Bridgewater registerea
its first shutout of the season at the
expense of Salem State 4-0. Marcia
Good got her third goal of the season coming at 15: 13 of the first half.
Assisting the play were Terry~
McNeil and Karen Croteau. Dot
Soufy gave the Bears a little breathing room with her goal at. 3:27 of
the second half from McNeil and
Croteau. Karen C. proved to be
busy all day figuring in all four of the
Bears goals. Croteau scored two
insurance goals off corners from
Julie Mills both times, late in the
game.
Field. hockey coa<'.h Mary Lou
Thimas says that her "team is
young. It takes them a while to get
going." This feature could be a
trademark for the Bears this season
so don't ever count them out until
the game is over. Thimas predicted
that their next game at U. of Rhode
Island should be a big test for the
women. Check out some of the
teams future field hockey games.
You may find the competition very
exciting.

GENESIS

. DAVID BOWIE

PRETENDERS

MOODY BLUES

NEIL YOUNG

.JOURNEY

BARRY MANILOW

RUSH
.

West ·.Br.i.dgewater . .
583~7503 -~

FOREIGNER

AC/QC

CARS

GRATEFUL DEAD

PINK FLOYD

SPEEDWAGON

p
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Oepos•t::. are now being accepted on th.a following concerts .ttirough 1981~82 Some Oates

&Local ions are not available at present. "'" ~oncerts & locatien~ sr~. •ubject to changes or
canc.i1a,1on without notice. ALL DEPOSITS FULLY nEFUNDt.13LE.

Crea.tiv~ Needlewqrk

Classes

CallorWritefor ,..
GQ1•4111~66SO
Concert Dates &Locations Ii
Q . · ..
Cut above this liclcef & mail YOUf 11111me & acldretll to~ on tM H?T L!l'!E ~ l.lallil'!l ·Lilt.

Starting ,Sept. 22nd
P.O. lox 791, fort Lff,

~·.v
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